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Traditional courts in the United States are ill-equipped to handle the increasing number of mentally ill defendants entering the criminal justice system. Taking a cue from drug courts, jurisdictions across the country have instituted a new type of problem-solving court: Mental Health Courts (MHCs). MHCs link defendants suffering from mental illness to treatment and supportive services as an alternative to incarceration, in the hopes of lowering recidivism rates and increasing public safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mental health services in communities across the country are becoming overwhelmed by the numbers of people requiring their services. As this is happening, there have been corresponding increases in the number of mentally ill offenders making contact with the criminal justice system. As one commentator stated, the situation has become “a common and tragic story: Mentally ill defendants . . . cycle through the criminal justice system repeatedly for petty offenses until they are slapped with lengthy prison sentences as repeat offenders.” In the last fifty years, state-run mental health facilities in the United States have steadily closed their doors to patients. Although there were around 559,000 individuals receiving treatment in these hospitals in 1955, “fiscal imperatives, political realignment, philosophical shifts, and medical advances,” coupled with the “atrocious conditions at some” resulted in the closure of many. These closures have resulted in a huge reduction in the number of individuals treated, with estimates down to 60,000 to 80,000 individuals being treated in state mental health hospitals by 1999. Closures have also caused concern in the criminal justice system, because as mental health facilities began to close their doors, the number of individuals with mental illness in the system began to increase at an alarming rate. With studies suggesting “that the rate of serious mental illness among the jail population in the United States is at least three to four times higher than the rate of serious mental illness in the general population,” it has become clear that individuals with mental illness are greatly overrepresented in prison and jail populations. These numbers cause some scholars to speculate that the criminal justice system is becoming a “surrogate’ men-
With more people entering the system every day, overcrowding, increased costs, and overloaded court dockets are a constant concern for judges, attorneys, and defendants alike. These concerns are exacerbated by the inability of the criminal justice system to adequately treat the defendants’ underlying mental disorders, which often results in repeat offenses and further contact with the system. As Northwestern University Professor Linda A. Teplin stated, many mentally ill offenders “may be caught in a revolving door where they are in jail, and back in the community, and in jail and back in the community” unless the underlying causes of their mental disorder are addressed.

To cope with the influx of mentally ill individuals, and to combat a growing problem of repeat offenders, many jurisdictions have adopted the principles of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law in establishing Mental Health Courts (MHCs). An MHC is a court with a docket dedicated to linking defendants suffering from mental illness “to appropriate treatment and supportive services” and diverting them away from incarceration. The purpose of these courts is to use a problem-solving approach to criminal justice that identifies and treats mentally ill offenders in order to lower recidivism rates and increase public safety. Although all MHCs have these two common goals, they often have divergent approaches to reaching them. From eligibility to program requirements, each court’s approach is slightly different depending on the community’s needs. Although this flexibility has allowed the courts to serve individual defendants’ needs, the lack of a single “blueprint” has led to major debates concerning which model is the most effective and most adequately achieves MHC goals.

One area that has been subject to debate concerns the adjudication methods used when admitting clients into MHCs. There are three differ-
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ent adjudication models: the pre-plea/pre-adjudication model (pre-adjudication model), the post-plea/post-adjudication model (post-adjudication model), and the combination model. Most MHCs typically employ only one of these models, depending on where in the criminal prosecution process the defendant enters the MHC, the crime the defendant is accused of committing, or where the alleged crime took place. Although this may appear to be a small detail, the model employed by the MHC can greatly impact the rights of the defendants involved.

Advocates of the pre-adjudication model, where prosecution is deferred and charges are held in abeyance until the defendant successfully completes treatment, often argue that this model makes MHC programs more attractive to defendants and facilitates quicker entry into the programs. The post-adjudication model, on the other hand, requires the defendant to plead guilty before program entrance will be granted. The defendant’s sentence usually is not imposed unless the defendant fails to successfully complete the program. While this model lessens the burden on prosecutors, opponents argue that the model puts additional burdens on defendants in terms of obtaining housing or employment and can hamper the defendant’s constitutional rights. In the combination model, the defendant is often convicted and sentenced to probation or a deferred jail sentence, both of which include MHC treatment. This model, which is employed in a small minority of MHC programs, has also been criticized for the potential burdens it places on participants who are required to plead guilty in order to enter the program.

This Note explores the three adjudication models typically em-
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ployed by MHCs and argues that Illinois courts should adopt a pre-adjudication model because it most successfully achieves the goals of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law. Part II provides an overview of the traditional criminal justice system route defendants take in the absence of an MHC program as well as the various theoretical underpinnings of MHCs, and traces the development of problem-solving courts such as MHCs and their predecessor, drug courts. Next, Part III analyzes the three alternative models in terms of their requirements and the effects they have on defendants’ rights. Finally, Part IV recommends that Illinois courts contemplating an MHC employ pre-adjudication principles to strike a balance between the goals of such courts and the rights of those entering, while existing MHCs in other jurisdictions should amend their policies to comply with the pre-adjudication model.

II. BACKGROUND

MHC programs in the United States are a relatively new innovation. Following the establishment of the first MHC in Broward County, Florida, the idea quickly spread to other jurisdictions, and by 2007 there were over 175 courts in jurisdictions across the United States, with dozens more being planned. To understand the different MHC adjudication models, it is necessary to understand the development of problem-solving courts and how they differ from the traditional system. Section A provides an overview of the traditional criminal justice system that a defendant would experience in the absence of an MHC option. Section B discusses the tenets of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law theories, which respond to the inability of the traditional system to treat mentally ill defendants and influenced the creation of problem-solving courts. Finally, Section C discusses the rise of the first problem-solving courts—drug courts—and how they led to the creation of MHCs.

A. Non-Mental Health Court Systems

Since U.S. mental health institutions began to close, the number of mentally ill individuals in prisons and jails has risen, and unfortunately these facilities have not been able to meet their needs. As one scholar stated, “our prisons were never designed to operate as psychiatric hosp-
“unprepared to adequately meet the needs of mentally ill prisoners.” To understand why MHCs are beneficial, it is important first to understand what a mentally ill defendant experiences in a jurisdiction without this type of specialized docket. In non-MHC jurisdictions, mentally ill defendants are treated like any other defendant and receive no special treatment. While some may view equal treatment as beneficial and appropriate, for defendants suffering from mental illness it can be quite the opposite. When a defendant with a mental illness encounters the traditional system, there is no guarantee that mental health services will be available. Even when services are available, they may come with long waits, frequent interruptions, or stigmatization, or be limited to determinations of competency to stand trial.

When court personnel “lack both the tools necessary to perform meaningful assessments and the connections with mental health service providers necessary to know what kinds of treatment options are available,” the results can be tragic for defendants. In a non-MHC jurisdiction, a defendant will encounter prosecutors, defense counsel, judges, and jail or prison personnel who are usually unfamiliar with mental illness or what would best aid the defendant. This unfamiliarity may mean that decisions harm defendants more than help. Judges concerned about public safety, for example, may believe that incarcerating mentally ill defendants is the safest option, even if they are not a serious risk to themselves or the community. Similarly, jail personnel who do not understand the needs of mentally ill inmates may unintentionally make their conditions worse through actions that would have little to no effect on defendants without mental illness. To complicate matters further for
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mentally ill defendants, many jails and prisons lack basic resources, staff, and facilities to address their needs.43

The inability of prisons and jails to meet the needs of mentally ill defendants also has financial costs. Without a solution to the underlying cause of their crimes, many mentally ill defendants find themselves trapped in a pattern in which they serve their time, are released, and then end up back on the streets without employment or discharge planning.44 The cycle is completed when they eventually end up back before the court and in prison or jail.45 This endless cycle of incarceration, homelessness, and related hospital stays results in very high costs to the state and taxpayers.46 In New York City, for example, the average jail stay for mentally ill persons is 215 days compared to an average of only 42 days for all inmates.47 Assuming that the average cost of a day in jail is $70,48 then the cost to jail mentally ill defendants is around $12,110 more than an average inmate.49

Without an MHC to help mentally ill defendants, the likelihood that they will commit another offense is high. For example, one study indicated that forty-nine percent of “federal prisoners with mental illness have three or more prior probations, incarcerations or arrests,” but only twenty-eight percent of federal inmates without mental illness fit this description.50 Another study of participants in an MHC in Bonneville County, Idaho, found that in the first six years of its operation, the recidivism rate of graduates dropped to twenty-four percent and continues to drop each year.51 These statistics suggest that the traditional adversarial system is not working for mentally ill defendants. Rather than help mentally ill defendants address the underlying causes of their criminal behavior, the traditional system often traps them in a “revolving door” that ends up exacerbating their illness and costing the state and taxpayers more and more money.
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B. Therapeutic Jurisprudence, Restorative Justice, and Preventive Law: Theoretical Foundations of Problem-Solving Courts

As it became clear that the traditional criminal justice system was not adequately addressing the underlying causes of defendants’ criminal activity and was increasingly leading to repeat offenses, jurisdictions across the country began instituting problem-solving courts. Many theories are advanced to justify problem-solving courts, but three—therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law—have come to the forefront. To understand the objectives of problem-solving courts such as MHCs, it is necessary to first understand these theoretical underpinnings:

It is important for those involved, or those who may be interested in becoming involved with mental health courts . . . to gain a solid understanding of therapeutic jurisprudence. By acquiring a basic knowledge of this theory, service providers will better appreciate the ultimate goals of the court program and better inform their own participation.52

The same can be said for gaining an understanding of restorative justice and preventive law theories, which similarly advocate a non-adversarial approach to effectuate change in the criminal justice system.53 As such, the following Subsections discuss the development and goals of these theories, beginning with therapeutic jurisprudence and moving through restorative justice and preventive law, focusing on how they provide a “framework in which to implement the formation of specialized mental health courts.”54

1. Therapeutic Jurisprudence

The concept of therapeutic jurisprudence is relatively new, having been first introduced in a 1987 paper by Professor David Wexler for a workshop run by the National Institute of Mental Health.55 Wexler argued that the law, specifically mental health law, should function as a therapeutic agent that considers “the anticipated therapeutic outcomes of [its] rulings,” to avoid causing or contributing to psychological dysfunction in clients.56 According to Wexler, without taking therapeutic outcomes into account, the law is capable of contributing to psychological dysfunction by: (1) discouraging clients from seeking treatment they
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may need, (2) encouraging clients to receive unnecessary treatment, or (3) “lead[ing] persons to regard themselves as dysfunctional or as lacking in control” because of the labels and attributions the law gives them. A system that contributes to psychological dysfunction in these ways is antithetical to the system advocated by therapeutic jurisprudence scholars—a system where the law does not do harm, but remedies it and produces beneficial impacts on those who come into contact with the law. With these considerations in mind, Wexler proposed that certain changes be made in the law that could reduce dysfunction and encourage therapeutic objectives.

Although the initial focus of therapeutic jurisprudence scholarship was mental health law, it has since been applied to other areas and has come to represent a new type of justice. Advocates of problem-solving courts look to and expound upon the theory for support and justification of the establishment and mission of specialty courts. Today, proponents of therapeutic jurisprudence argue that the law should not only seek to punish wrongdoers and protect society, but should also produce “therapeutic” results. To that end, they place an emphasis on each defendant’s emotional and psychological well-being and strive to make the justice system “more humane, therapeutic, beneficial, humanistic, healing, restorative, curative, collaborative, and comprehensive.” By shifting to a therapeutic model, the social and economic costs of criminal activity can be lowered and the lives of the accused can be improved.

In shifting to a therapeutic model, courts must abandon the traditional adversarial approach to criminal justice described above, which can cause or contribute to psychological dysfunction. Instead, courts should strive for a cooperative, non-adversarial approach. One scholar described this aspect of therapeutic jurisprudence as follows:

This theory holds that the law should be administered and applied in a way that incorporates therapeutic goals. It advocates using the criminal justice system in a manner that addresses the underlying factors that may lead an individual to come into contact with the law. It strives to be a vehicle that elicits a more nuanced societal response to proscribed behaviour.

Thus, therapeutic jurisprudence focuses on identifying and treating the
underlying causes of specific defendants' troubles, which may be drug abuse, mental illness, homelessness, or any number of other issues.\textsuperscript{66} Criminal activity itself, they argue, is only a symptom of the underlying disorder plaguing the defendant, and by identifying and treating the disorder, therapeutic jurisprudence can “minimize the offender’s future contact with the criminal justice system, hold him accountable for his crimes, and ensure the safety of the public.”\textsuperscript{67}

Diverting individuals away from the criminal justice system and toward treatment programs can also help reduce court and corrections costs by providing an alternative to incarceration.\textsuperscript{68} The Thresholds Jail Program in Chicago, Illinois, a program which provides case management for mentally ill clients who have been released from jail, demonstrates how an effective program can reduce incarceration-related costs.\textsuperscript{69} Figures indicate that the thirty individuals enrolled in the program spent a combined 2200 fewer days in jail and 2100 fewer days in hospitals during their participation than they had in the year before their participation began.\textsuperscript{70} At a cost of about $70 per day for jail and $500 per day for hospital stays, this amounts to savings of around $1.2 million.\textsuperscript{71} Information from other jurisdictions—such as King County, Washington, a typical example of MHCs—also indicates that reducing recidivism rates can save money or at least divert precious resources to the areas of greatest need.\textsuperscript{72}

Although proponents of therapeutic jurisprudence advocate making what some call “fairly radical”\textsuperscript{73} changes to the way defendants and their crimes are viewed, they believe that therapeutic changes should not “trump certain traditional values of justice,” and that the traditional goals should remain intact.\textsuperscript{74} Despite this stance, critics of the theory argue that therapeutic jurisprudence is incompatible with traditional values of justice and that the restricted focus of therapeutic jurisprudence makes the maintenance of the traditional values extremely difficult.\textsuperscript{75} Critics also argue that the personal interest that judges and attorneys must take in individual defendants to implement therapeutic ideals is outside the scope of their positions.\textsuperscript{76} By becoming involved in defend-
ants’ lives in this way, judges and attorneys risk tainting their impartiality.77 Another concern is that even though focusing on the underlying cause of criminal activity is admirable, available resources are finite and giving them to individuals charged with crimes is a “catalyst for line-bumping or line-shuffling, preserving scarce services for the ‘bad’ and taking away services from the ‘good.’”78 A final concern is that a focus on therapeutic ideals leads to coercion. Rather than enter into treatment willingly, many participants are subject to a form of paternalism from the state and are railroaded into entering treatment or therapy programs, critics argue.79

Despite these concerns, proponents maintain that therapeutic outcomes are beneficial and that any anti-therapeutic outcomes should be avoided.80 They also refute claims of coercion by pointing to studies indicating that most participants perceive low levels of coercion.81 Furthermore, recognizing due process concerns, proponents of therapeutic jurisprudence attempt to apply the law in an even-handed, non-discriminatory way, while still upholding traditional criminal justice system needs such as protecting society, holding defendants accountable for their offenses, and showing “society’s repugnance to criminal behaviour.”82

2. Restorative Justice

The restorative justice theory is very similar to therapeutic jurisprudence in terms of its goals and its emphasis on taking the well-being of each defendant into account; it is sometimes referred to as its sister theory.83 Like therapeutic jurisprudence, the theory has been thought to advocate radical changes in the legal system.84 The theory has been described as

[a]n alternative delinquency sanction focused on repairing the harm done, meeting the victim’s needs, and holding the offender responsible for his or her actions. . . . Restorative-justice sanctions use a balanced approach, producing the least restrictive disposition while stressing the offender’s accountability and providing relief to the victim. The offender may be ordered to make restitution, to per-
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form community service, or to make amends in some other way that the court orders.85

As this definition states, restorative justice seeks to understand each defendant’s needs and provide treatment that will repair the disruptions that mental disorders and criminal behavior caused in his life.86 In a way, this theory seeks to blend the law with social work to correct what its proponents view as failures in social services provided by the government and the community.87

Although restorative justice and therapeutic jurisprudence have similar goals, there are a few key differences. First, restorative justice’s scope is broader than therapeutic jurisprudence’s, and it views both the victim and the community as having been harmed by the crime committed.88 As such, restorative justice focuses not just on the defendant, but also seeks to put victims and other stakeholders back in “their position prior to or irrespective of the criminality.”89 It does so by inviting all parties affected by the criminal activity to participate in the process of “determining needs and outcomes.”90 By increasing participation, restorative justice “maximizes opportunities for exchange of information, participation, dialogue, and mutual consent between victim and offender.”91

Restorative justice also focuses more on requiring defendants to “pay back” the community for their wrongdoing than therapeutic jurisprudence does.92 The defendant can pay back the community by understanding how his behavior caused the victims and the wider community harm, and restorative justice encourages the defendant to take responsibility for that behavior.93 Next, the defendant must satisfy his obligations to the victims or the community by paying restitution, performing community service, or contributing in other ways.94 Obligations to the victim take precedence over other imposed sanctions or obligations such as fines payable to the state.95

Another important difference between the two theories is restorative justice’s use of “reintegrative shaming.”96 When participants in spe-
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cialty courts are noncompliant, judges using a restorative justice model sometimes use public shaming techniques both to encourage compliance with program requirements and to “affirm[] the [defendant’s] membership within law-abiding society.” For example, in some cases, a court may require the defendant first to register and/or notify the community of his offenses or make public apologies or confessions—the shame—and then to join a support group where treatment and inclusion may begin—the reintegration into society. Shaming techniques, such as those just mentioned, are designed to express disapproval of the defendant’s actions and encourage feelings of remorse or shame. It is thought that by feeling this shame, the defendant’s membership in society will be reinforced, and he will want to be reintegrated into the community, a community which has forgiven him. Although these measures are said to punish the actions of the defendant rather than the defendant himself, critics of restorative justice argue that such sanctions are not rehabilitative. Despite differences in the two theories, it is clear that they both played a role in the development of problem-solving specialty courts.

3. Preventive Law

Like the theories discussed above, theories based on preventive law focus on resolving cases in a nonadversarial manner. Proponents of preventive law in the context of MHCs believe that those involved in the criminal justice system, particularly judges and attorneys, can effectuate societal change by giving defendants the help they need to cure their mental health issues, rather than by following the methods of the traditional legal system. The traditional adversarial legal system, they argue, often results in “litigation that . . . upsets the defendant’s psyche, depletes financial resources, and prolongs judicial resolution of matters” for those involved. Thus, rather than focus on an adversarial system,
proponents of preventive law seek “to help people stay within the bounds of law (i.e. minimize the risk of legal trouble); and take advantage of legal opportunities (i.e. maximize legal benefits).”

By creating specialized dockets such as MHCs, which help mentally ill defendants obtain needed treatment, defendants can lessen the conflict and dispute in their lives and, thus, lessen the “frequency and scope of future legal problems.” This, in turn, improves the quality of their “legal health.” Proponents of MHCs often look to preventive law for support and state that they are “making an investment in treatment in order to prevent the re-occurrence of crime... by offenders with mental illness.” Many ex-offenders also express a desire for more measures aimed at preventing their return to the criminal justice system, rather than having attorneys who are “more focused on pursuing short-term strategies necessary to close the case.” As one defendant stated, “[i]f [defense attorneys] knew more about mental illness, they would do things differently” and would think about the defendants’ best interests and need for long-term treatment to prevent recidivism.

C. Problem-Solving Courts

As it became clear that the criminal justice system was providing few, if any, real solutions to the issues causing defendants to enter the system in the first place, the first problem-solving courts developed. Encouraged by therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law theories, judges and community leaders began seeking new ways to address the unique circumstances of each defendant who came into their courts. Rather than let defendants suffering from drug abuse or mental illness go through the regular court system, policymakers began to allow defendants to enter courts on special dockets. With the guidance of a judge, the programs integrated the judicial process with treatment services to “address the underlying problems of individual lit...
gants, the structural problems of the justice system, and the social problems of the communities” they are located in.\textsuperscript{117}

By addressing these underlying problems, the courts could “facilitate long-term behavioral and attitudinal change among participants and their communities” in the hopes of improving defendants’ quality of life.\textsuperscript{118} This would then lower the recidivism rate, effectively closing the “revolving door” that many participants had been trapped in, and increase public safety.\textsuperscript{119} This approach was thought to be beneficial because it would enable both the court and treatment service providers to tailor programs for each defendant’s specific needs in order to respond to them quickly and effectively.\textsuperscript{120} The individual focus also would allow treatment providers to closely monitor each participant’s treatment progress.\textsuperscript{121}

Although the first problem-solving courts began in the late 1980s, their number remained relatively low for the next ten years.\textsuperscript{122} In 2000, however, the Conference of Chief Justices and the Conference of State Court Administrators, both policy leaders of the U.S. state court system, passed a resolution encouraging the implementation of more problem-solving courts.\textsuperscript{123} In addition to endorsing the courts generally, the resolution called for “the broad integration . . . of the principles and methods employed in the problem-solving courts into the administration of justice to improve court processes and outcomes.”\textsuperscript{124} Further support came in 2001 when the American Bar Association adopted a similar resolution encouraging “law schools, state, local and territorial bar associations, and other organizations to engage in education and training about the principles and methods employed by problem-solving courts.”\textsuperscript{125}

Since then, the type and number of problem-solving courts has grown tremendously. Two of the main problem-solving courts, drug courts and mental health courts, are discussed here. Subsection One begins by giving a brief history of drug courts and how they served as a model for the establishment of MHCs. Subsection Two discusses the creation of MHCs. This is particularly relevant to the discussion of adjudication models, as the model employed by a particular court is often in-
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fluenced by its goals and characteristics.

1. Drug Courts

In the 1980s and 1990s, the criminal justice system began its so-called “War on Drugs.” At this time, new anti-drug laws and increased enforcement efforts brought a wave of drug case filings into the court system. To cope with the increase, judges and other policymakers looked to therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law for a new way of effecting change. To these policymakers, justice was not simply about punishing criminal activity with lengthy sentences; rather, it was about improving the community and the lives of those in the system, and problem-solving courts were a natural solution. In the words of Judge Peggy Fulton Hora,

Justice is fulfilling sentencing goals such as retribution, rehabilitation, restitution, and so forth. And the way it’s redefined [in drug courts] is, the whole idea of this approach, is you have people who have a disease called alcoholism and/or addiction. And what is just is getting them well rather than punishing them for their disease.

In essence, the goal of this “new” justice is to reduce recidivism in offenders with alcohol or substance abuse problems via a nonadversarial system of treatment and healing, but in a way that takes into account the goals and values of the traditional criminal justice system. In 1989, these goals began to be realized with the foundation of the first drug court in Miami-Dade County, Florida. Today, there are over 1600 drug courts operating across the country, and they continue to emphasize therapeutic, restorative, and preventive goals in reshaping the lives of defendants by addressing and treating their addiction rather than only punishing them for it.

When the first drug courts began, they focused on identifying potential participants early in the process to provide them with an alternative to the normal adjudication process. In the alternative program, participants could expect an intensive program tailored to their specific

---
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Generally speaking, the participant was required to sign a contract agreeing to the program’s terms. Some common program terms included regular court appearances, increased interaction with the judge, and participation in outside drug treatment. Failure to comply with the contract requirements could mean that the defendant is returned to the regular court to be tried or sentenced. In addition to frequently interacting with the judge, participants would also be expected to interact with a drug court team. The individuals on this team may include the prosecutor, defense attorney, probation officers, and program coordinators or case managers who aid the judge in closely monitoring progress and compliance.

Despite the noble goals of drug courts, critics are quick to point out their deficiencies. According to some, increased court appearances and extra demands placed on defendants by drug court programs are more burdensome than what defendants would face if given regular probation. For example, whereas defendants may have very infrequent court appearances if they abide by the terms of their probation, in drug court programs the defendants may be subject to weekly appearances and/or drug tests. Others are concerned that judges using coercive powers are overstepping their boundaries by becoming so involved in the defendants’ lives and that these powers can be abused. A third critique regards participation length. Because programs are tailored to each defendant’s needs, program durations may differ and be hard to predict. Although many programs are said to last no more than one year, they may in fact last much longer depending on how quickly the participant can overcome the addiction and satisfy the program requirements. Due to these indeterminate timelines, many participants are required to sign waivers to forgo a speedy trial. Thus, defendants entering the drug
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court may be signing away certain constitutional rights that they will not be able to get back if they fail in their obligations to the program and the court.\footnote{supra note 7, at 1559.}

In response to these concerns, proponents concede that drug courts are often more arduous than the normal course.\footnote{Id. at 1556.} They counter, however, by arguing that “drug addiction is a disease and that intense court supervision provides the incentive for the defendant to stay in the program.”\footnote{Hora et al., supra note 23, at 523.} Some even highlight the length of participation in terms of the therapeutic benefits it can have in contributing to recovery.\footnote{Nolan, supra note 7, at 1555–56. Sanctions may include increased status hearings, modification of treatment or privileges, community service, mandatory drug testing, and in some circumstances, jail time. \textit{Id.} at 1542–43. Judges may use their discretion in determining if and when to impose such sanctions on a particular individual. See \textit{King \\& Pasquarella}, supra note 133, at 4; see also \textit{Casey \\& Rottman}, supra note 6, at 6.} In this sense, prolonged treatment is not viewed as a punishment, but as a “restructuring of the defendant’s lifestyle.”\footnote{Id. at 521.} Furthermore, drug courts, like MHCs, are voluntary.\footnote{See \textit{John S. Goldkamp \\& Cheryl Irons-Guyyn, Crime and Justice Research Inst., Emerging Judicial Strategies for the Mentally Ill in the Criminal Caseload: Mental Health Courts in Fort Lauderdale, Seattle, San Bernardino, and Anchorage}, at vii (2000).} Thus, when defendants enter the courts they are choosing to forgo rights in exchange for the opportunity to receive treatment. Whatever the arguments for or against drug courts, their success prompted the creation of other problem-solving courts, such as MHCs, in order to deal with other problems communities across the country face and to ease the burden on court dockets.\footnote{See supra Part II.C.}

2. \textit{Mental Health Courts}

As previously mentioned, MHCs are a relatively new type of problem-solving court.\footnote{Oszer \\& Levine, supra note 4, at 3 (stating that some suggest that “transinstitutionalization” or “deinstitutionalization” accounts for the rise in the number of mentally ill individuals in the criminal justice system because those who used to be in mental health institutions before their closure are now being incarcerated).} Their development was the result of decades of frustration with traditional courts’ inability to respond to and treat defendants suffering from mental illness.\footnote{See supra Part II.C.} As mental health institutions closed their doors, court dockets began to see a rise in the number of individuals with mental illness.\footnote{Id.} It soon became clear to judges, prosecutors, defendants, and policymakers alike that mental illness was the cause of, or at least contributed to, the offenses these individuals committed. In many
cases, individuals suffering from mental illness repeatedly made contact with the criminal justice system after committing minor offenses such as loitering, trespassing on private property, urinating in public, or disturbing the peace.\textsuperscript{158} Statistics also indicate that many of these individuals were homeless or unemployed, had alcohol and substance abuse issues, and suffered physical and sexual abuse prior to being arrested and incarcerated.\textsuperscript{159}

Proponents of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law were among the first to recognize the problems mentally ill defendants had in the regular system, and they were especially keen for a change. This was in part because they recognized that contact with the traditional system could have especially adverse and anti-therapeutic effects on a defendant’s health and well-being.\textsuperscript{160} In 1997, these theories helped influence the establishment of the nation’s first MHC in Broward County, Florida.\textsuperscript{161} Since then the number of these courts has grown tremendously, and there are now specialized mental health dockets across the country.\textsuperscript{162}

The growth of these courts was encouraged, in part, by the passage of America’s Law Enforcement and Mental Health Project Act.\textsuperscript{163} This Act authorized the foundation of additional courts based on the success of those already in place.\textsuperscript{164} Congress made a number of findings regarding the prevalence of mentally ill offenders in the system and concluded that “16 percent of all inmates in State prisons and local jails suffer[ed] from mental illness,” and that by some estimates, “25 to 40 percent of America’s mentally ill [would] come into contact with the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{165} With the funding and support this Act provided, other jurisdictions began to realize that a specialized MHC docket could aid in directing some of these offenders into treatment and integrate them back into the community in a positive way.\textsuperscript{166}

Like drug courts, MHCs are run by multidisciplinary teams consisting of court personnel, mental health professionals, and other community figures, and are aimed at providing treatment and supervision to defend-
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\textsuperscript{166} See CASEY & ROTTMAN, supra note 6, at 8; see also SCHNEIDER ET AL., supra note 9, at 4 (stating that MHCs also gained inspiration from the successes of drug courts).
ants whose mental illness contributed to the commission of their offense.\textsuperscript{167} These teams are driven “by the premise that, but for the accused’s mental disorder or condition (and usually attendant socio-economic decline), she would not likely have become involved in the conduct before the court.”\textsuperscript{168} Through diversion, monitoring, and supervision, the MHC hopes to treat the defendant’s illness first and foremost and by doing so, increase public safety and reduce recidivism rates.\textsuperscript{169} It is important that the defendants are interacting with a team, rather than numerous individuals with varying experiences or motivations as they would in the regular system. In the traditional system, “defendants often interact with a number of different defenders, prosecutors, and judges all on the same case, which is an approach that often creates barriers that prevent the court from identifying and addressing the unique needs of the mentally ill offender.”\textsuperscript{170} By working together, the MHC team hopes to process cases faster, improve access to treatment, improve the defendant’s well-being, improve public safety, and reduce recidivism better than under the traditional system.\textsuperscript{171}

Not everyone is a supporter of the MHC model, however. Some worry that although MHCs purport to be completely voluntary,\textsuperscript{172} participants may be “forced” to take medication or are, depending on the adjudication model used, coerced into pleading guilty to enter the court.\textsuperscript{173} Additionally, like critics of drug courts, MHC critics sometimes worry that participation in this court as opposed to the traditional court system may be more burdensome for defendants.\textsuperscript{174} According to some, “one year of mandated treatment and ‘check in’ court dates might be equivalent to three months in jail” and thus, the time the defendant serves may not fit the crime he or she committed.\textsuperscript{175}

There are also many requirements that defendants must abide by as a condition of entering the MHC, and oftentimes defendants are required to sign a contract committing to those conditions.\textsuperscript{176} In the King
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County Mental Health Court, for example, defendants have to sign the “Mental Health Court Agreement/Conditions of Treatment” if they are admitted into the court.\textsuperscript{177} Some conditions include meeting with a probation officer twice a month (which can be increased if the defendant does not comply with the treatment plan), attending regular court hearings at least once a month, and not using, possessing, or consuming alcohol, non-prescribed drugs, firearms, or other weapons.\textsuperscript{178}

Failure to comply with a requirement usually will not result in immediate dismissal from the court, however. In most cases, the defendant is given more than one chance to rectify any shortcomings in court performance. For example, in People v. Kimmel, the defendant signed a contract upon entering the MHC stating that if he should “fail to complete the Mental Health Court Program, [he] will return to the Criminal Calendar to be sentenced.”\textsuperscript{179} When the defendant did not attend care coordination appointments, lost his job, and failed to perform mandated community service, he was admonished by the court but was allowed to stay in the MHC program.\textsuperscript{180} After he stopped coming to his MHC appearances for over eight months, and only came back after being picked up on a bench warrant, he was, however, removed from the program.\textsuperscript{181}

III. ANALYSIS

As MHCs gain acceptance and support, their numbers continue to grow and several different models and methods of running these courts have emerged.\textsuperscript{182} The model that a court uses depends largely on the needs of the community.\textsuperscript{183} As such, before starting an MHC, community leaders, policymakers, and other stakeholders, such as treatment providers and criminal justice system personnel, must come together to identify the community’s needs and what resources are available to meet them.\textsuperscript{184} Without first taking these factors into consideration, the courts will not be able to successfully link participants to appropriate treatment. This, in turn, can result in unsuccessful attempts to treat and rehabilitate the defendant and can jeopardize the court’s efforts to improve community safety and reduce recidivism rates.\textsuperscript{185}

In June 2008, the State of Illinois implemented the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act that authorized the creation of specialized
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courts that could identify “criminal defendants with mental illnesses.”

The Illinois General Assembly passed the Act after finding that a large percentage of criminal defendants in Illinois prisons and jails had a mental illness and that these illnesses were having “a dramatic effect on the criminal justice system in the State of Illinois.” In Illinois, and other jurisdictions where an MHC is available, defendants entering the system will often be given a choice: they can either choose to participate in the MHC, or they may choose to proceed through the traditional system. If the defendants choose to forgo the traditional adjudication route and enter into the MHC, the disposal of his charges will depend on the adjudication model employed by the court.

The Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act outlines three different adjudication models that courts in Illinois can implement—a “[p]re-adjudicatory mental health court program,” a “[p]ost-adjudicatory mental health court program,” and a “[c]ombination mental health court program”—but does not explicitly say which model courts in the state should use. In the first model, the pre-adjudication model, defendants are allowed to enter the MHC before their case is adjudicated. In a post-adjudication model, defendants are required to adjudicate their charges, often by pleading guilty, before being allowed to enter the MHC and treatment. Finally, in a combination model, aspects of both pre-adjudication and post-adjudication models are used and participation in the MHC may often be part of the defendant’s probation. In the following discussion, this Note analyzes the three different adjudication models outlined in the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act as they have been used in Illinois and MHCs across the country.

A. Pre-Adjudication Model

One adjudication model used by some early MHCs is known as the pre-adjudication model. According to the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act, a pre-adjudication court is one in which the defendant can “expedite [his] criminal case before conviction or before filing of a criminal case” by successfully completing an MHC program. If the defendant is successful, then “the court may dismiss the original charges
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against the defendant or . . . otherwise discharge him . . . from the program or from any further proceedings” in connection with the original charge. 195 The process in these courts is relatively simple. When the court believes that a defendant is a good MHC candidate, it will offer that person a place in the MHC, so long as the defendant and prosecution agree with admittance. 196 Typically, a “good candidate” is a person who meets the specific court’s mental health diagnosis and charge requirements, 197 whose offense and mental disorder are connected, 198 and who voluntarily makes an informed decision to enter the MHC. 199 Offering defendants a place in the MHC often happens early in the case, sometimes as early as the arraignment or presentment date. 200 If admitted, the defendant’s case appears on the MHC docket for treatment progress reports, but the case is not adjudicated. 201 Thus, the defendant is not required to plead guilty or be convicted before entering into treatment. 202

Although MHCs that use a pre-adjudication approach do not require the defendant to plead guilty, they vary somewhat in precisely what they do with the defendant’s charges. In most cases, the prosecutor will hold the charges in abeyance until the defendant successfully completes treatment and other program requirements outside of jail or prison. 203 This way, the court can use the charges as leverage to encourage the defendant to comply with requirements of mental health treatment and other court orders. 204 In other situations, if the defendant agrees to participate in the program then the prosecutor can choose to dismiss the charges immediately, rather than hold them in abeyance if the defendant’s charged offense is not serious. 205 Defendants whose charges are
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dismissed immediately must still complete the program; if the program is not completed their charges can be reinstated\(^\text{206}\) and the case will return to its pretrial stance to be adjudicated.\(^\text{207}\) Furthermore, some jurisdictions’ eligibility requirements state that defendants who previously completed or are discharged from an MHC program within the last three years will not be eligible to enter again,\(^\text{208}\) so defendants whose charges are immediately dismissed in these jurisdictions still have an incentive to complete the program because if they fail, they will not be given a second chance at the MHC route. Even if the charges are not initially dismissed, they are often dismissed or reduced after the defendant completes the requirements to the court’s satisfaction.\(^\text{209}\)

After agreeing to participate in the MHC, the defendant begins court-monitored treatment, which may last one year or more.\(^\text{210}\) The exact length of a particular defendant’s MHC participation and judicial supervision, however, depends on his individual needs and corresponding level of treatment.\(^\text{211}\) Due to the indeterminate length of court participation, defendants may be required to waive their right to a speedy trial before entering the program,\(^\text{212}\) Despite the indeterminate participation length, many defendants choose to enter the program because doing so means they will be released from jail immediately and enter treatment as a part of pretrial release.\(^\text{213}\)

The strengths and weaknesses of this approach are widely debated. According to some, this approach is best because “the defendant’s addiction or other social issues can be addressed immediately.”\(^\text{214}\) Critics, however, argue that the model is not appropriate because it subjects defendants to harsh treatment if they should fail to meet their program’s requirements.\(^\text{215}\) The following Subsections discuss these and other strengths and weaknesses of the model by examining how pre-adjudication MHCs are used in jurisdictions across the United States.
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1. **Strengths of the Pre-Adjudication Model**

One justification for this model put forth by proponents is that it facilitates quick entry into treatment, and thus upholds the ideals of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law.\(^{216}\) For this reason, some organizations, such as Disability Rights California, a California-based group committed to “[advanc[ing] the rights of Californians with disabilities,”\(^{217}\) take the position that MHCs should use pre-adjudication models and not require a conviction or guilty plea to participate.\(^{218}\) They argue that this model respects both the individual and his civil rights by “focus[ing] on treatment to restore health and reduce criminal activity including: providing better access to treatment, consistent supervision, and support to reconnect with families.”\(^{219}\) The Broward County MHC also chose the pre-adjudication model because it is therapeutic in nature, and stated that the design of its court “was to be as non-threatening and nonpenal as possible and would seek to prevent further penetration by the mentally ill offender into the formal adjudication process.”\(^{220}\) Finally, the San Francisco Behavioral Health Court, an MHC that utilizes a pre-adjudication model, feels that it is important to “learn[] about the client first, observe[] how the client responds to treatment, and set[] expectations accordingly.”\(^{221}\) By understanding the defendant’s particular needs, therefore, the court can more appropriately match that person to treatment and resolve the underlying causes of the criminal behavior, rather than just watch as he becomes stuck in the “revolving door” of the traditional court system.\(^{222}\)

Additionally, by focusing on therapeutic, restorative, and preventive ideals and treating the underlying causes of the defendant’s criminal behavior rather than requiring him to plead guilty and simply incarcerating him, the pre-adjudication model can lessen the stigma that can come from having a criminal record. In some situations, if a defendant is charged with a felony or misdemeanor and pleads guilty, his ability to find housing and employment may be negatively affected, even if the MHC treatment program is completed successfully.\(^{223}\) This will only
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\(^{223}\) Almqvist & Dodd, *supra* note 68, at 13 (“[W]aiving the requirement of a guilty plea prevents a felony criminal conviction, which could negatively affect the person’s chances of finding housing and employment after graduating from the program.”).
make matters worse for MHC participants, as mentally ill defendants already have a high rate of joblessness and homelessness.\textsuperscript{224} By forgoing the requirement of a guilty plea, the defendant can complete treatment to help solve the underlying causes of the criminal behavior and can have a fresh start once he or she graduates from the program. A fresh start, where the defendant is able to continue treatment outside of the court as well as find housing and gainful employment, may be instrumental to ensuring that the defendant does not offend again.\textsuperscript{225}

Finally, although some critics of MHCs argue that the court may be more burdensome for the defendant due to the long participation time involved, some prosecutors find this extra involvement preferable.\textsuperscript{226} When a defendant is in treatment, prosecutors argue, the strict monitoring that the court imposes on the defendant can be more effective than normal probation.\textsuperscript{227} Furthermore, although the MHC requirements are intense, and failing to fulfill them can mean that the defendant will be prosecuted, this may actually serve as an incentive for the defendant to complete treatment.\textsuperscript{228} There need to be consequences for failing to complete the court's conditions so that the defendant will not take the MHC program for granted and treat it as a “free pass” through the court system. As one court stated, these courts “operate on the principle that there is both a carrot and a stick. The upside of successfully completing the treatment court program is usually a reduced sentence . . . in some cases, a dismissal or reduction of the charge; the downside is the enhanced sentence, i.e., incarceration.”\textsuperscript{229} Defendants need to understand that they committed a crime and will still be punished for doing so; only the method of punishment will differ—and even then, only slightly—from the traditional system. By helping defendants understand that they committed a crime and holding them accountable for it in a way that limits psychological dysfunction, the court system can help uphold therapeutic, restorative, and preventive ideals and reduce recidivism.

2. \textit{Weaknesses of the Pre-Adjudication Model}

Although there are several strengths to the pre-adjudication model, it is not flawless. While some prosecutors prefer the model because it allows the court to strictly monitor the defendant during MHC participation, it may cause problems for prosecutors if the defendant ultimately fails to comply with the program requirements. If a long period of time
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passes between the commission of the crime and when the defendant is removed from the MHC and sent back to the traditional court, for example, the prosecutor may have a difficult time finding witnesses or trying the case. The longer the case remains on the court’s docket, the more difficult it may be to preserve evidence and case files to put the defendant on trial. There is also a concern that if the defendant is tried and found guilty, the sentence he will face is ultimately more severe than what he would have dealt with in the traditional system because either he has already been subject to time in treatment and may now be incarcerated on top of it, or because he was given a chance to avoid incarceration and did not take advantage of it, a fact that the judge may not look kindly on.

B. Post-Adjudication Model

Although many early MHCs used a pre-adjudication model, more recently established courts have used a post-adjudication model. In this model, which about half of the MHCs in the United States utilize, the defendant must first plead guilty or be found guilty and then agree to enter the MHC. Some MHCs, such as the King County Mental Health Court in Washington, allow defendants with felony charges to enter supervision and treatment in the MHC in exchange for pleading guilty to a lesser misdemeanor charge. Thus, in either case the defendant will have a guilty plea or conviction to contend with after his treatment concludes, but has an incentive to complete the program successfully to receive a lesser charge.

While participating in the court, the defendant’s sentence and incarceration is generally deferred until the program is either successfully completed or until the defendant is terminated from the program for noncompliance. Like pre-adjudication courts, post-adjudication courts vary somewhat in terms of how they dispose of the defendant’s charges if he successfully completes the MHC treatment program. Some courts allow defendants to petition the court to expunge the plea or the record.
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while others may vacate or lessen the charges and the resulting sentence. In some cases, however, the conviction remains on the defendant’s record even if the treatment is successfully completed. If the defendant is removed from the program, some courts, such as the Oklahoma County Mental Health Court, immediately sentence the defendant to a number of years in the department of corrections that were agreed to before entering the court. If there was no previous arrangement between the court and defendant, the defendant leaves the MHC and returns to the regular court system where his original charges will be reinstated for sentencing.

Referral to a post-adjudication court varies somewhat from a pre-adjudication court in terms of when the defendant can expect to enter the MHC. Whereas defendants in a pre-adjudication model MHC are referred to the court at a very early stage, defendants in post-adjudication model courts may have to wait much longer to be referred to the court. For example, in post-adjudication courts referral times can range from 0 to 129 days (and generally average 28 days) whereas referral in the pre-adjudication model can happen shortly after initial detention or arrest in most cases—generally within the first 24 to 48 hours of the defendant’s arrest. This could mean that defendants who are subject to the post-adjudication model are spending more time in jail before receiving treatment for their mental illness.

Like pre-adjudication courts, the strengths and weaknesses of the post-adjudication model are widely debated among scholars, policymakers, community members, and other stakeholders. For example, for some of these individuals, the post-adjudication model is preferable over other models because it eases the load on the court’s docket by disposing of the case. To others, the model is seen as not upholding therapeutic ideals, and for that reason they argue that it should not be utilized. The following Subsections discuss these and other strengths and weaknesses of the post-adjudication model.

I. **Strengths of the Post-Adjudication Model**

One advantage of the post-adjudication model is that because the defendant’s charges have been adjudicated and a sentence has been imposed but deferred, the court can remove the case from the docket.

---
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When this happens, the prosecutor no longer needs to worry about preserving evidence, potential witnesses who could provide valuable testimony, or case files, whereas in a pre-adjudication court the case must be kept on the docket until the defendant successfully completes the program. Attempting to preserve these sources of evidence for the widely-varying and often indeterminate amounts of time the defendant may be involved in the MHC and treatment can be very difficult to do, and some prosecutors “worry that their abilities to prosecute a case will be irreparably harmed by a delay due to the defendant’s treatment.” Disposing of the case in a timely fashion in this way can be important to prosecutors, and may lessen the burden on already packed court dockets. According to some, this model is also preferable because by forcing the defendant to publicly admit guilt and accept treatment, he may begin to accept his mental illness and the effects that it has on his life and the lives of others. While some argue that publicly admitting guilt in this way upholds restorative justice ideals—specifically in terms of the “reintegrative shaming” techniques mentioned in Part II.B.2—others are concerned that this type of public shaming may not be rehabilitative or in the defendant’s best interests.

2. Weaknesses of the Post-Adjudication Model

Critics of the post-adjudication model are quick to point out its shortcomings. One argument critics advance against using this model is that it does not uphold therapeutic ideals. Because the post-adjudication model focuses on trying a case quickly to remove it from the court’s docket, it does not do as good a job of quickly connecting defendants to treatment as the pre-adjudication model. In this sense, the post-adjudication model is more like the traditional system described in Part II.A, a model that has repeatedly failed to address the underlying causes of criminal behavior and to lower recidivism rates. Furthermore, requiring a guilty plea has “no therapeutic value in a court system that places a premium on treatment.” Thus, MHCs, courts that focus on connecting mentally ill defendants to treatment, and the post-adjudication model
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seem somewhat at odds.

Meanwhile, defense attorneys claim that the post-adjudication model can be more burdensome to their clients than the pre-adjudication model or even the traditional court system. Not only must defendants plead guilty to become eligible for mental health treatment, but they may also be required to forgo many pretrial due process rights including the rights to a speedy trial, jury trial, and a preliminary hearing. In King County, for example, defendants are asked to waive their rights on the merits of the case before entering the MHC. Because participants must give up so many rights and spend an extended amount of time in the MHC, some defense attorneys are wary of the model. What is more, defendants who are unsure whether they can complete the program may be hesitant to enter because doing so will automatically add a conviction to their record, a conviction that may not have occurred if they had entered the traditional criminal court and had taken their chances with a jury. Proponents of a model that reduces psychological dysfunction by focusing on the defendant’s well-being argue that a system that discourages some mentally ill defendants from entering the MHC does not uphold the ideals upon which the MHC was founded.

Another criticism of the model stems from the long periods of time defendants must wait between their arrest and referral to the MHC treatment programs. In several courts, even in those that attempt “to expedite the sentencing hearing so that the defendant can be released as soon as possible,” potential participants must wait to be convicted and sentenced before they are considered for entrance into the MHC. Because potential MHC candidates are being forced to wait longer before entering treatment in a post-adjudicative court, this could mean that they are spending more time in jail than they would if they were in a court using a pre-adjudicative model. For mentally ill defendants, time spent in jail can be especially destructive to their well-being and can actually make the symptoms of their mental illness worse. If treating the underlying mental illness is a priority for the MHC, then diversion to the MHC program’s treatment options and away from incarceration should be swifter than what the post-adjudicative model can offer in many instances.
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Finally, in a combination or probation-based model, the program includes aspects of both pre-adjudication and post-adjudication programs to form a sort of hybrid model. Although there are very few courts that employ this model, although the program seems like it would be the best of both worlds, in most instances in which the model is used, it resembles the post-adjudicative model more than the pre-adjudication model in the sense that convictions are often in place before the defendant may enter treatment. Usually, the defendant must plead guilty or no contest to the charges “in exchange for a plea agreement that the sentence will not involve jail,” but will instead involve treatment. After being convicted, the defendant’s sentence may or may not be imposed, depending on the court’s discretion, and the conviction will usually include probation and perhaps a suspended or deferred jail sentence with completion of a treatment program as a probation requirement. It is important to note that in these programs, like many post-adjudication programs, the defendant’s charges cannot be dismissed even if he is able to successfully fulfill the MHC program requirements because the case has already been adjudicated. Although the conviction remains on his record, the defendant may have the remainder of his sentence suspended.

In rare cases, generally those cases in which the defendant has no prior criminal history and the offense committed is very minor, a guilty plea may not be required from the defendant before entering the MHC. In these situations, the defendant enters treatment “via deferred disposition, which involves court-ordered conditional release of the defendant to community treatment prior to adjudication with court monitoring for compliance.” At the court’s discretion, defendants who successfully complete the program may have their charges dismissed, but again this is no guarantee. Thus, although this route is more similar to the pre-adjudication model, many defendants may not be eligible for this variation of the model, and those who are may still have to deal with their charges once they complete treatment.

One example of a hybrid combination court is the Anchorage Mental Health Court. In this court, which is an MHC that accepts only mis-
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demeanor charges, the defendant is required to enter a plea of guilty or no contest to the charge in exchange for being offered a place in the MHC.274 If the plea is accepted, then it is entered and the defendant is scheduled for a sentencing hearing, which usually includes a probationary term.275 In the traditional court system in Alaska, a misdemeanor probationary term can extend up to ten years; in the MHC program, however, the sentence is usually between three and five years.276 In this situation, the reduction in sentence is viewed as an incentive to the defendant to participate in and complete the program.

1. **Strengths of the Combination or Probation-Based Model**

   One strength of the combination model is that it offers the greatest amount of flexibility for the court in terms of who is eligible for the program. For example, in the Anchorage MHC mentioned above, which is predominantly a post-adjudicative court where defendants are required to enter a guilty plea, exceptions are sometimes made for defendants who have no prior criminal record and who have been charged with minor offenses.277 Thus, the defendant can enter the MHC through a deferred disposition that allows for treatment prior to adjudication of the charges, which, as discussed above, is more akin to the pre-adjudication model.278 Although this route allows the defendant to enter into treatment sooner than he would be able to if the model were strictly post-adjudicative, the charges may still be adjudicated at some point, and furthermore, not all defendants will benefit from the quicker entrance into treatment.

2. **Weaknesses of the Combination or Probation-Based Model**

   As this model incorporates many of the same features as the post-adjudicative model in terms of when the defendant may enter the court and what happens to his charges, the potential consequences279 and weaknesses of the model are very similar to those of the post-adjudication model. For example, because the defendant is required to plead guilty in many instances, it may be more difficult to obtain housing, employment, and some forms of treatment, even after completing the program successfully.280 As mentioned above, ensuring access to these
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necessities may be instrumental in ensuring successful treatment and thus preventing the defendant from offending again. Furthermore, because treatment is a condition of probation, failure to comply with the treatment can mean that the defendant violated his probation. In this situation, the defendant can be “summarily jailed for curtailing mental health treatment or medication” as part of his sanction.281 Some defense attorneys feel that when this is the case, their clients are left with a choice of either (1) accepting the court’s mental health treatment provider without a way to challenge the treatment the court finds appropriate, even if the chosen treatment does not work for that particular defendant, or (2) forgoing treatment altogether.282

Finally, this model presents concerns over the time defendants must spend in custody before they are allowed to enter the MHC. In the Anchorage Mental Health Court, for example, defendants must remain in custody until a treatment plan is approved by the judge.283 Defendants may be released before a treatment program is agreed to, but only if “a reliable third party who is acceptable to the judge steps forward to take on the responsibility of providing supervision in the community during this interim period.”284 For defendants without family or another person who is willing to take this responsibility, it may mean that they are forced to stay in prison until the court agrees to their treatment plan. As discussed above, many scholars worry that increased time spent in jail can be very harmful for mentally ill defendants.285 Because solving the underlying causes of a defendant’s mental illness is the purported goal of MHCs, a system that may, in fact, make the mental illness worse ultimately fails to uphold the ideals of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law.

IV. RECOMMENDATION

MHCs in the United States are no longer experimental. After being in existence for nearly fifteen years with the support of state and federal legislation, MHCs are becoming more abundant.286 As they do so, the many valuable aspects of these courts are becoming more and more apparent. Courts across the country are realizing that their communities could be benefitted by this type of specialty court and many are taking steps to plan new courts. In Illinois, for example, there are currently thirteen MHCs in operation, and other counties across the state are current-
ly in the process of developing their own.287 According to the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act, “[t]he Chief Judge of each judicial circuit may establish a mental health court program, including the format under which it operates.”288 Thus, the Chief Judge may choose to use any of the three models listed under the act—a pre-adjudication program, a post-adjudication program, or a combination program.

Although there is no standard blueprint used for the creation or management of MHCs, because the needs of each MHC are dependent on the community it is located in, judges advocating for a new MHC in their community should look to the theories of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law for support. These theories underlie the goals of MHCs and with them stakeholders can strive to implement a uniform pre-adjudication model that will serve the needs of mentally ill defendants who come into contact with the criminal justice system. This Part proposes that new MHCs developed in the state of Illinois under the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act should employ the pre-adjudication model and that existing courts should begin using the pre-adjudication model if they are not already doing so. Section A begins by explaining why MHCs are beneficial to the state’s communities and why they should be implemented in general. Section B demonstrates why the pre-adjudication model is better suited to address defendants’ needs than either the post-adjudication or combination models and why the other models fail to adequately uphold the ideals of MHCs. Finally, Section C suggests what new and existing courts must do to implement the pre-adjudication model.

A. MHCs Should Be Adopted in General

Before deciding which adjudication model a particular Illinois community’s MHC should employ, the community must necessarily have an established MHC. It has become increasingly clear that a large percentage of people entering the criminal justice system each year are affected by a mental illness,289 that the traditional court system is failing to find these defendants mental health treatment, and that this failure has contributed to high recidivism rates among this population.290 As such, establishing a specialty court should be a priority for community stakeholders so that they can begin to develop solutions to the issues present-
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There are many reasons why a community dealing with mentally ill defendants should strive to establish an MHC. First, MHCs can drastically reduce the costs of incarceration. Indeed, specialty courts as a whole demonstrate this ability and studies show that the costs associated with specialty courts can be far lower than the cost of nonspecialty court treatment.\footnote{See supra notes 46–49, 70–72 and accompanying text.} For example, one study found that the cost of drug court treatment was $6.84 per day in the courts sampled, whereas the cost of non-drug court treatment was $19.34 per day.\footnote{Michael W. Finigan et al., NPC Research, The Impact of a Mature Drug Court Over 10 Years of Operation: Recidivism and Costs [table 14] (2007).} Studies of MHCs across the country reveal similar results.\footnote{See, e.g., supra notes 47–49, 70–72 and accompanying text.} Some prosecutors, such as Will County State’s Attorney James Glasgow, advocate for MHCs because they realize that “[f]or every dollar we spend on a prevention program where we deal with the root causes of crime, we save $10 to $20 in remedial costs.”\footnote{Will County Launches Mental Health Court, Morris Daily Herald (IL) (May 1, 2010), http://www.morrisdailyherald.com/2010/04/30/will-county-launches-mental-health-court/ar9ouih/ (quoting Will County State’s Attorney James Glasgow).} By cutting down on the costs of repeatedly handling the same defendants’ cases, an MHC can save incarceration costs and divert these funds towards other areas of need in the community.\footnote{See supra note 72 and accompanying text.}

Perhaps most importantly, these courts can offer aid to defendants who, in many cases, are desperately in need of treatment and a fresh start in life. As discussed above, in the traditional system many defendants may face incarceration in jails and prisons because judges, prosecutors, and even defense counsel misunderstand their illness and feel that incarceration is the safest option for the defendant and for the community.\footnote{See supra notes 40–43 and accompanying text.} What these officials should understand, however, is that time spent incarcerated can exacerbate the defendant’s mental illness because there may be no opportunity to receive mental health treatment during incarceration.\footnote{See supra notes 36–38 and accompanying text.} Our criminal justice system should seek not only to hold individuals accountable for their unlawful acts, but should seek to resolve whatever underlying issues may be contributing to this unlawful activity. By using therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law theories, communities across Illinois can set up a system that improves access to treatment, improves both the public safety and the defendant’s well-being, and can help ensure that mentally ill defendants are able to step out of the criminal justice system’s “revolving door.”
B. Mental Health Courts Should Employ a Pre-Adjudication Model

Once an MHC is established in the community, those in charge should put into place a pre-adjudication model to handle the defendant’s charges. This Section argues that the pre-adjudication model is better suited to achieve the goals of MHCs than either the post-adjudication model or the combination model as outlined in the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act and that Illinois MHCs should use the pre-adjudication model exclusively. The first Subsection shows how the post-adjudication and combination models fall short of achieving the goals of MHCs and how they do not do justice to the theories that MHCs were based on. The second Subsection then addresses potential weaknesses that opponents of the pre-adjudication model have put forth to argue that the model should not be used.

1. The Post-Adjudication and Combination Models Do Not Adequately Achieve the Goals of MHCs

When scholars and stakeholders first considered establishing specialty courts such as MHCs and drug courts, many looked to the theories of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law for guidance. Because MHCs were founded upon these theories and because the goals of MHCs are closely related to them, MHCs should strive to uphold them as closely as possible. Unfortunately, the post-adjudication and combination models cannot do this as well as the pre-adjudication model.

Although one of the major goals of these theories is to treat the defendant’s mental illness so that he has a clean slate after his participation in the MHC is complete, by requiring many or all defendants to plead guilty, these courts may ultimately fail to achieve this goal. In post-adjudication and combination courts, even a defendant who successfully completes treatment may face many difficulties or stigma upon returning to the community. This is especially true when the defendant attempts to obtain housing or employment. It is no secret that many potential employers require all applicants to disclose on their job applications if they have ever pled guilty to a criminal charge. Any person who is in a post-adjudication court and any defendant in a combination court that does not qualify for the rarely used pre-adjudication model will be required to plead guilty in order to enter into MHC treatment. Potential employers who see this disclosure may be hesitant to give these individuals employment, and if the job requires that the applicant have no criminal background, then the individual would no longer qualify.

As discussed in Part III.A.1, by requiring defendants to plead guilty and giving few, if any, opportunities to have their charges automatically dismissed or expunged, courts will require defendants to go through life with this mark on their record. This mark, in turn, may serve as a source of stigma. If defendants face this sort of stigma in the community and are unable to obtain employment or housing, they may not be able to maintain what they have achieved in treatment. If they are unable to maintain and keep up with their treatment, these defendants may ultimately end up in a situation where their mental illness returns and contributes to further criminal activity and relegates the defendant back to the “revolving door” of the criminal justice system. Allowing these individuals to return to the “revolving door” means that the court and community have lost sight of the defendant’s needs; it can also contribute to the high economic and social costs of criminal activity. Requiring defendants to plead guilty and subjecting them to possible stigma may force them to take responsibility and be accountable for their criminal activities, but it may not represent the least restrictive method of doing so as required by restorative justice.

Rather than aid mentally ill defendants, post-adjudication programs “process [mental health] court participants through the full business-as-usual process including sentencing before program entry.” The business-as-usual attitude has failed thus far. Instead of focusing on adjudicating a case as quickly as possible so that prosecutors need not worry about preserving evidence, the court should focus on helping defendants treat their illness and become productive citizens again. It is understandable that prosecutors would want to remove the case from the court’s docket to avoid evidentiary problems, but the best way to do this is to ensure that once the defendant completes treatment, he does not make further contact with the criminal justice system. The urgency some prosecutors display to remove the case from the court’s docket should instead be focused on helping defendants enter treatment as quickly as possible.

The combination model is similarly unable to adequately prevent mentally ill defendants from returning to the criminal justice system. Although the model seems as though it would present the best of both worlds so to speak, the reality is that very few courts use this model and those that do mainly use the post-adjudication approach. Thus, very few defendants in these courts will benefit from what the pre-adjudication model has to offer. Studies examining the effectiveness of these three models in drug courts indicate that the flexibility offered by this model
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may not be as effective in reducing recidivism rates as the pre-adjudication model or even the post-adjudication model.  For example, one study stated that a possible explanation for the lower success in reducing recidivism observed in the mixed or combination approach is that these programs “tended not to have an established ‘reward’ for program completion, such as dismissal of charges.” It also stated that a specialty court that has a clearly defined framework or “set of judicial contingencies can increase the amount of treatment received.” In this sense, the pre-adjudication model is superior because it has a more clearly defined route for participating defendants to take—there will be no question as to whether they will be required to plead guilty or as to what will happen to their charges upon successful program completion. By defining the incentive structure the court will use, the pre-adjudication model “may be more effective in communicating these contingencies and their certainty to the offender” which may be an incentive to complete the treatment.

2. The Pre-Adjudication MHC Model Best Addresses the Needs of Mentally Ill Defendants

Of the three adjudication models outlined in the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act, the pre-adjudication model best addresses the needs of defendants who come into contact with the criminal justice system and best upholds the theoretical ideals upon which these courts were founded. First, this model has the potential to save an enormous amount of money for the court system as a whole because “there is little court time spent on the traditional process before . . . court entry and there is little probation involvement for active . . . court participants.” Additionally, as discussed in the previous Subsection, defendants in pre-adjudication courts may also experience lower rates of recidivism than defendants in courts using the other models which can also contribute to cost savings.

Next, although some critics of the model are concerned that it will create evidentiary problems for the prosecutor if the defendant fails to complete treatment, this should not be where courts focus their energy. Because the principles of MHCs are focused on repairing past and preventing future harms by helping the defendant, the level of concern based on evidentiary matters seems to be too high. If anything, this should be a secondary concern. Rather than adjudicate as quickly as possible, these courts should first focus on repairing past harms and preventing future harms.
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It is possible to remove the case from the docket, courts and their personnel should aim to treat the defendant with the goal of permanently removing the case from the docket. If the underlying cause of a defendant’s criminal activity is a mental illness, then a defendant who successfully overcomes or controls his mental illness will be less likely to recidivate. On the other hand, a defendant who is quickly pushed through the adjudication process and is required to plead guilty—a process that may place negative labels, attributions, or stigmas on even successful defendants—can contribute to dysfunction. Ultimately, this dysfunction is capable of preventing the defendant from getting back on his feet and may prevent him from stepping out of and away from the criminal justice system’s “revolving door.”

Aside from this, it is very unlikely that such a significant period of time will pass between the defendant’s entrance into the court and any possible failure to complete treatment such that prosecutors would need to worry about preserving evidence or witnesses. Typically, successful participants are involved in the MHC for around two years. If successful participants are only involved for two years, it is unlikely that unsuccessful participants would have involvement that is significantly longer. This is because all MHCs, including pre-adjudication courts, have sanctions for participants who do not comply with treatment provisions. As People v. Kimmel demonstrated, even though participants will be given many opportunities to comply with treatment, eventually they will be asked to leave for repeated transgressions. Because they will be asked to leave, it is difficult to believe that defendants would remain in the court for such a significant period of time that prosecutors will be significantly burdened by having to prosecute the case on a later date. If a situation such as this did occur, it is reasonable to believe it would be in relatively few cases and is not a situation that the majority of prosecutors would have to face.

Finally, although it is true that one purpose of the law is to hold defendants accountable for their criminal behavior, the law should not banish mentally ill defendants to a “revolving door” system. As argued above, the criminal justice system should also seek to help mentally ill defendants; otherwise, the criminal justice system may ultimately be harming both the defendant and the community. By giving the defendant a chance to obtain treatment without automatically stamping his record with a conviction, the pre-adjudication model can help defendants exit and remain free from the “revolving door.” The system can also allow defendants to make an informed decision about their future that will limit psychological dysfunction, prevent future crimes, and help them repay the debt owed to the community stemming from the commission of their crime in one of the best ways that they can—by being successful in treatment and not making further contact with the criminal justice sys-
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The importance of defendants becoming productive citizens is not lost on prosecutors. As Will County State’s Attorney James Glasgow stated, both the defendant and the community “benefit[] when those who suffer from mental illnesses learn to manage their conditions so they can function in society by holding down jobs, pursuing educations and paying taxes.”

Furthermore, some mentally ill defendants may not understand the serious nature of their actions and may be unable to do so until they receive treatment. The therapeutic benefit of requiring defendants to plead guilty before receiving treatment may thus be lessened. If MHCs veer away from the principles on which they were founded, they may begin to revert to a more adversarial-focused system in which the needs of the defendant are secondary to punishment. This system has proved unsuccessful in dealing with the unique challenges presented by the various clients that specialty courts work with. The post-adjudication and combination models, by requiring the defendant to plead guilty, are too closely related to the adversarial system that MHCs were meant to depart from. These models do not adequately uphold the principles of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law and as such, should not be used in Illinois MHCs.

C. Going Forward

In the future, MHCs founded in Illinois should use the pre-adjudication model because it best upholds the ideals of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive justice. If the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act is going to emphasize that the pre-adjudication model is the model that should be used, then the current Act must be rewritten to reflect that. As mentioned above, the Act currently defines all three models, but does not say which should be used. Instead, it allows the Chief Judge of each court to decide which would be best. In order to change this, the current Act needs to be amended to remove the post-adjudication and combination models. This process is likely complex—an amendatory bill would need to be introduced along with clear and precise instructions detailing the changes to be made, and then the lengthy approval process will commence. Although going this route will be very time consuming and difficult, it is the best way to ensure that judges choose the pre-adjudication model.

If the Act cannot be rewritten so that the pre-adjudication model is the only option, then each community’s MHC planners and stakeholders
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must be made aware of what the pre-adjudication model has to offer. They must also be receptive to the three underlying theories and must understand the ways these theories benefit both the defendants and the community. Getting this information out may take time and effort, especially if the attitudes of judges and other court personnel must be changed regarding MHCs and mentally ill offenders. Some judges may not be used to the idea of taking the time to get to know each individual defendant because in the traditional adversarial approach they are encouraged to remain separated to ensure impartiality. In an MHC, the judge must become familiar with the individuals standing before him and “not only talk to them about their treatment and how it’s going, but [must] try to get right into their lives.” Stakeholders must be educated about what mental illness really means today so that they can understand that in many cases it is treatable.

Changes must also be made to Illinois MHCs that do not use a pre-adjudication model. Some courts, such as the McHenry County and Madison County MHCs, currently use the pre-adjudication model, but other counties, like Cook and Winnebago, employ either a post-adjudication or combination model. In courts that do not currently employ a pre-adjudication model, work will need to be done to change the attitudes of judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, and other stakeholders. Many will likely take a “why fix what is not broken” attitude and question a change. Although the other models may not be “broken” per se, there is evidence that they are not as effective in reducing stigma and recidivism.

Additionally, some court personnel using the post-adjudication or combination models may be hesitant to change the model once a particular court is open, but changing to the adjudication models is not unheard of. In fact, several courts have done so in the past as attitudes toward the courts and the various models changed and as experience guided them.
One issue that these courts may need to face is how to handle an influx of new clients. Because the pre-adjudication model does not discourage defendants from participating in the same way that the other models may, more individuals may choose to try the program. Although this may present issues of space and funding, it is ultimately better for the community to aid as many defendants as possible because doing so will cause recidivism rates and costs to the community to go down drastically. This, in turn, will lower costs for the court and allow redistributions of funds which can help alleviate some concerns posed by space and funding issues.

A second concern that opponents of change may have is the argument that the pre-adjudication model does not adequately punish defendants for their crimes. Some feel that the defendant has received a “free pass” if he completes the court-mandated treatment program and the charges are dismissed. Although it is true that the defendant will not face incarceration, in this situation by the time participation is complete it is very likely that the he will have spent a considerably longer time in the court than he would have in the traditional system. For example, an MHC defendant charged with a misdemeanor, defined as “any offense for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment in other than a penitentiary for less than one year may be imposed,” may be required to spend two or more years in the court, depending on treatment plans. Thus, it seems that critics who argue both that the pre-adjudication model is burdensome due to participation length and that the defendants are getting a free pass want to “have their cake and eat it too.” Changing from a post-adjudication or combination model to a pre-adjudication model still holds defendants accountable and does not give “free passes.” By requiring longer participation, the pre-adjudication model adequately punishes mentally ill defendants for their criminal behavior, but does so in a way that reduces dysfunction, encourages greater participation, and helps the defendant avoid committing another crime.

V. CONCLUSION

The time has come for courts in Illinois, and indeed throughout the country, to be realistic about the unique challenges that mentally ill defendants present to courts and the community. Each year, thousands of individuals come into contact with the criminal justice system and studies have repeatedly shown that a disproportionate number of these individuals are affected by mental illness. In many cases, mental illness has contributed to the individual’s criminal activity. Rather than follow tradition and use the adversarial system which has proved inadequate to treat
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these defendants or reduce recidivism rates, the traditional system should be put aside in favor of MHCs. These courts must be viewed as a serious and viable option, and communities must start acting now to develop them.

An integral component of these courts is their adjudication model. Although the Illinois Mental Health Court Treatment Act outlines three potential models that the courts can use, new and existing courts should either begin with or transition to a pre-adjudication model. This model, which does not require the defendant to plead guilty before he or she is allowed to enter treatment, can help the participant begin treatment as quickly as possible and can ensure that the help he needs is given. The pre-adjudication model upholds the ideals of therapeutic jurisprudence, restorative justice, and preventive law upon which Mental Health Courts were founded. By educating the courts on mental illness and creating another group dedicated to helping these individuals, the stigma and misconceptions surrounding mental illness present in many communities across Illinois, and indeed the country, can be eradicated. Efforts to ensure that this population is not relegated to the “revolving door” of the criminal justice system can best be aided by using a pre-adjudication model.